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Display Your Computer Screen on Your TV
by Bob Rankin
ireless PC to TV If you have a laptop or desktop computer with an average sized
screen, you’ve probably thought “Wouldn’t it be great if I could magically beam my
computer screen to my nice big HDTV flat panel in the living room?” Poof ... you can!
There are several ways to do it with special cables (see my article TV as Computer Monitor,
but they only work over relatively short distances, the cables can be messy and expensive, and
it’s kinda geeky.
Enter the age of the wireless video sending device. By connecting a wireless video
transmitter to your computer, and a wireless receiver to your television, the problem is neatly
solved. So how does it work, and which device is best for wirelessly sending websites, YouTube
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videos, games and other content from your computer screen to the TV? Let’s look at five
wireless video sending devices to determine which is right for you.
* Sewell Direct’s Wireless Converter connects to any PC, video game console or other VGA
source with the included cable. The SW-4261 sends both audio and video signals to your TV
from up to 150' away. Connect the transmitter to
your TV via video/audio cables. In addition, this
unit can be utilized as a wired VGA to TV
converter box with S-video, RGB and composite
outputs. The Sewell Converter is very reasonably
priced at $132.95.
* AItek’s ProPC/TV Wireless Converter not only
looks good, it does more than just conversion.
Connect your laptop, desktop or Media Center PC
to a TV up to 100 feet away. With this device you
can play a DVD, see what your kids are up to,
display presentations and even send a greeting
from your cubicle at work to the lobby, all from
your PC. Add more receivers and send the media
to multiple TVs. The ProPC/TV needs no software and has a price of $171.95, cables included.
* The D-link1200 MediaLounge PC-on-TV Player works like the others with wires or
without. Compatible with almost any TV, it has an included remote with trackball for playing
movies or launching applications. Watch TV shows, photos or music videos. Included is the
free VeohTV, an application that permits downloading and recording from YouTube and other
online sites. The MediaLounge has a MSRP of $199.95
* Grantec USA calls their converter Ultimate Wireless. Use it for gaming, presentations or
just browsing on your Mac or PC. With four channels, it has a range of 125 - 150', needs no
software and has menu controls as well as zoom. You need to purchase a soundcard if you
want to add stereo sound. With composite, S-video and RGB output, it includes a battery pack
for portable usage of the transmitter and has a price of $149.95.
* If you want something with a longer range, then consider the FlyBridge 5000. It has
support for VGA/SVGA/XGA signals. This converter also comes with a remote with an IR
extender. Integrate your IR mouse and keyboard and plug and play with no software needed.
With a built-in antenna, you will get a range of up to 300 ft. while watching movies or other
Internet content. The price of the FlyBridge is $126.96.
All of the wireless PC to TV devices do pretty much the same thing, yet each has features
that are unique. When choosing one of them, check compatibility with your computer, and
choose based on your personal requirements. Have you used a wireless device to transmit from
your PC screen to a TV?
From Bob Rankin’s Internet Tourbus, Vol 14, Number 18, 08, Jun 2009. http://internettourbus.com/tickets.html

Eagles on Webcam
Bob Leggate, in Canada, sent me links to two fabulous bald eagle
webcams. The first is the HWF Sidney cam <http://www
.zaplive.tv/web/hwf-sidney2?cid=8>. Bob said: “A wildlife
organization put a remote camera up by the nest so that they
may be watched. It’s live!
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Some of the viewers said that during a recent storm, the female eagle spread her wing over
adult male and chicks to protect them.” The second cam is on Hornby Island
<http://www.zaplive.tv/web/hornby-island2?streamId=hornby-island2>.
From Steve Bass’ TechBite newsletter <http://www.techbite.com/>

Media Notes
by Bill Petitt
i there! Let me reintroduce myself. I’m Bill Petitt and I help run two different computer
groups down South in Tidewater, Virginia. I’ve owned some sort of computer since
1983 and presently repair them as a part of my small business. I started writing
articles for our local user group magazine in the early 90's which was published and
distributed by mail until about 3 years ago when it went totally on-line as a cost cutting
measure. Your Rochester Computer Society Monitor has published my monthly article, Media
Notes for the past several years and since our editor resigned a couple of months ago, Sally
accepted my offer to continue for your magazine.
As you may recall, I usually write about interesting things I come across reading various
magazines, newsletters, blogs, and company announcements from the computer industry,
mostly oriented to the everyday user. So, let’s get to it.

H

Sprint Offering $40 Mobile Business Data Plan
Sprint is offering business users a wireless network data plan that gives them 500MB of
monthly data for $39.99 a month.
Sprint is marketing the plan as a low-cost alternative for “moderate” data users whose
mobile device services are billed directly to their companies. Customers who break past the
500MB monthly bandwidth cap will pay an extra five cents for each additional megabyte of
data consumed.
Sprint says the plan is available for all devices in its mobile broadband portfolio, including
Novatel’s Wireless MiFi 2200 personal mobile hotspot. The MiFi is a device that essentially
takes 3G signals from HSPA or EV-DO networks and converts them into Wi-Fi signals that
can be used by any Wi-Fi capable device. This way, users can connect their Wi-Fi enabled
laptops to the Internet anywhere they can get 3G signals. Sprint and Verizon are the only two
major U.S. carriers to offer MiFi on their networks.
Sprint is also marketing two other mobile data plans for business users: a 3G connection
plan that costs $59.99 per month and allows for 5GB of monthly data usage; and a 3G-4G
connection plan that costs $79.99 a month and gives users access to Sprint’s high-speed
WiMAX services.
Sprint’s WiMAX services are available only in Baltimore, Md. and Portland, Ore. For 2009,
Sprint plans to deploy services in Atlanta, Charlotte, Chicago, Dallas, Fort Worth, Honolulu,
Las Vegas, Phila-delphia, and Seattle. In 2010 the company expects to launch WiMAX services
in Boston, Houston, New York, San Francisco, and Washington, D.C.

Windows 7 to launch October 22
Microsoft confirmed on June 2nd that it is planning for Windows 7 to hit retail shelves and
start showing up on new PCs on October 22.
To reach that milestone, Microsoft plans to wrap up development of the operating system
by the middle or end of next month, Senior Vice President Bill Veghte said in an interview.
“The feedback from the release candidate has been good,” Veghte said.
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Microsoft made the near-final release candidate version available last month. Shortly after
its release, Microsoft finally confirmed that it was aiming Windows 7 for a holiday 2009
release, something that was widely anticipated, but not confirmed by those in Redmond.
In an interview, Phil McKinney, chief technology officer of Hewlett-Packard’s computer
unit, said that he feels good about Microsoft’s launch date.
“We’re locked and loaded for the launch,” McKinney said. “The quality of code is just
absolutely stellar.”
The software maker also confirmed, without giving details, that it plans to offer some sort
of “technology guarantee” giving those who buy Vista machines close to the Windows 7 launch
a free or discounted copy of the new operating system. As with past similar programs, details
on pricing will be up to individual computer makers, although Microsoft did say the upgrade
program will apply to Vista Home Premium and higher-priced editions (meaning not Windows
Vista Basic).
The tech guarantee program is not beginning immediately, but Microsoft did raise the
possibility it will offer some sort of lower-cost upgrade to those who are already using Windows
Vista.
Microsoft has said that Windows 7 will come in five different editions in most
markets—Starter, Home Premium, Professional, Enterprise, and Ultimate. A “Windows 7
Basic” will also be sold in emerging markets, Microsoft said.
The software maker has yet to announce pricing for the product.
Apple announces release date for Snow Leopard
For all of us Mac Heads: Apple’s latest update to their award-wining operating system has
been tentatively set for September 2009. You’ll be able to upgrade from 10.5 to 10.6 for only
$29. It will come pre-installed on all Macs in October 2009. Buy a new Mac after June 8, 2009
and you can upgrade to Snow Leopard for only $9.95 when it becomes available.
Snow Leopard has been optimized for faster performance and all native apps have been
coded for 64-bit support. However, Snow Leopard will operate only on Intel-based machines.

Windows 7 Media Center Improvements
Windows Media Center was first introduced in a special edition of Windows XP, but it
remained a niche product—in large part because the OS was available only to OEMs. The
major hardware vendors marketed media center PCs, but they didn’t always implement them
well, and prices were generally much higher than a comparable Windows XP Home or Pro
computer.
With Vista, Microsoft decided to include the Media Center application in the Home
Premium and Ultimate editions of the operating system. Consequently, many more people
were exposed to this feature, and it has gained considerably in popularity.
Windows 7 keeps WMC and adds it to the Business and Enterprise editions, as well
(although IT administrators can easily turn off the feature, which may not be desirable in a
business environment). In addition, Microsoft has made a number of changes to WMC in
Windows 7, giving it a different look and adding some new functionality.
In previous versions of WMC, you had to start the Media Center application and then
navigate to the task you wanted (such as watching Live TV, watching Recorded TV, or viewing
the Program Guide). Windows 7 has cut some steps off the process, enabling you to choose a
task right from the Windows Start menu. Just click the arrow next to the Windows Media
Center selection on the Start menu and you’ll be presented with a list of the tasks that you
frequently perform as well as those that are pinned to the submenu.
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Another addition to Windows 7 is the built-in WMC desktop gadget, which lets you keep
up with what’s available through Media Center. It displays your recently recorded TV shows
(click the program name to display a fly-out with more information about the show), popular
series, news programs, sports, your music categories, and more. To install the gadget, just
right-click an empty space on the desktop, select Gadgets, and choose Windows Media Center
from the list of available gadgets.
Don’t have a TV tuner installed in your computer? Never fear. You can still watch virtual
channels with Windows 7 WMC’s new Internet TV feature. Available programming includes
popular shows from many genres, including TV series, movies, sports, news, music channels,
“viral” videos, and lifestyles. The Internet TV service is free, supported by advertising. The
Internet channels also show up in the Guide. If you have a tuner installed and configured, the
Internet channels will be displayed at the end of the list of channels from your cable company
or other TV provider.
Now you can launch Windows games from inside Media Center. The Extras Library
contains Windows 7 built-in games that you can play by simply clicking their icons.
The new slide show creator in WMC lets you make multiple slide shows for different
occasions. Just click Slide Shows and then Create Slide Show. You can choose pictures from
your library to include in the show, and you can add music to play during the show. Simply
click the name of a slide show in the list and a dialog box will open, displaying thumbnails of
the pictures in the show and giving you the option to play it.

Microsoft patches 31 Windows, IE, Office security holes
Microsoft’s batch of patches that came out June 9th is a big one: 10 bulletins covering a
total of 31 documented vulnerabilities affecting the Windows OS, the Internet Explorer
browser and the Microsoft Office productivity suite (Word, Works and Excel).
If it isn’t too late, you can go here to read more about them and decide whether or not you
want to install them.
http://blogs.zdnet.com/security/?p=3553&tag=nl.e539
I think I’ll wind this up for the month and email it off to our editor. See you next issue.

Eavesdropping on Internet Activity
Q. I have reason to believe that some inappropriate things are occurring with a member of
my family on the Internet. Is there any way I can monitor what is happening online when
I’m not around? Thank you so much for being there, Mr. Modem. I don’t know where else I’d
turn.
A. There is a software program called Spector that will do exactly what you want. When you
install it, Spector runs invisibly, so no one is aware of its presence. Even if it is discovered —
which is highly unlikely — it cannot be easily removed or disabled.
Spector (http://tinyurl.com/3rrv6b) works like a surveillance camera, taking a snapshot of
whatever appears on the computer screen and saving it in a hidden location on your
computer’s hard drive. A few seconds later, Spector takes another picture. In fact, Spector can
automatically take a picture of the screen as frequently as once every second.
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Spector ($69) will record all chat conversations, instant messages, emails typed and
opened, all Web sites visited, all programs launched, all keystrokes entered, anything and
everything that occurs on the computer and on the Internet. You can return to the computer
a few hours, a few days or even weeks later, enter your password, and review exactly what
transpired on that system in the interim.
Q. Would I be wise to switch all my email to Yahoo! from my present ISP?
A. I see many, many people doing that these days, switching either to Yahoo! Mail
(http://mail.yahoo.com) or Gmail (www.gmail.com). There is a definite trend in that direction,
primarily because Web-based mail is so reliable, plus it eliminates the need for an email
program such as Outlook Express, Eudora, Thunderbird, etc. There is also the added
convenience of being able to access mail from any computer with Internet access. In addition,
when it’s time to purchase a new computer, because your mail resides on Yahoo’s or Gmail’s
servers, there is no need to transfer mail folders, settings, or configure a new email program
on the new system. Using your browser, you simply log into your mail account and you’re off
and running.
You can also create a free, “disposable” address at Yahoo! Mail or Gmail and use it for
online shopping or for Web site or product registration purposes, in order to prevent spam and
other annoying follow-up messages from cluttering up the inbox of your primary email
account.
While it ultimately is a matter of personal preference, Web-based mail does make a lot of
sense and has many advantages. I prefer Gmail over Yahoo! Mail, but you can’‘t go wrong with
either one.
Q. My new computer shows time in the 1:30 PM format. I prefer the military version of time,
that being 13:30. How can I change that? I’m using Windows XP.
A. To display military time, go to your Control Panel > Regional and Language Options >
Customize button > Time tab and choose HH:mm:ss from the drop-down menu. Click Apply
> OK to save and exit.
Q. My Outlook Express suddenly has what I would describe as a lower panel of sorts that
I did not have before. How can I get rid of that? I can drag it up or down, but it is confusing,
and I know it wasn’t there before. Thanks, Mr. M.
A. What you’re describing as the “lower panel” is the Outlook Express Preview Pane, that
enables you to view messages without actually opening them. If you click to select a message
in your Inbox (the upper panel), the body of the message appears in the lower panel. To disable
it, click View > Layout and remove the check mark to the left of “Show Preview Pane,” followed
by Apply > OK.

Mr. Modem’s DME (Don’t Miss ‘Em) Sites of the Month
How-To Videos
Arguably one of the best collections of “How-to” videos on the Web. All videos are free and
cover topics ranging from “How to Play a Ukulele,” to “How to Make a Blueberry Smoothie,”
to “How to Give Your Cat a Bath” (Good luck!)
http://learnhowto.tv

Infowisps
A collection of interesting yet incredibly useless trivia. For example, did you know that
U.S. President William H. Taft had a speech impediment? In particular, throughout his life
he said “snausage” instead of “sausage,” and since he was a rather portly gentleman, he was
nicknamed “Baloney Bill.” How’s that for trivia?
www.infowisps.blogspot.com
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Safety Alerts by Email
Product recalls of toys that can injure, various and sundry safety- and health-related
issues, including reports of Listeria, Salmonella, and E. Coli-contaminated foods—which,
coincidentally, sound like the ingredients for a Mr. Modem family picnic. Free, comprehensive,
up-to-date safety alerts delivered to you by email. This site is so informative, you’ll never leave
the house again. It’s simply too dangerous out there.
http://tinyurl.com/2ytvdz
For plain-English answers to your questions by email, plus great computing tips, subscribe to Mr. Modem’‘s
award-winning newsletter. Subscribe using Promo Code 4022 and receive TWO free months with your 12-month
subscription (60 issues!) To view a sample issue or subscribe, visit www.MrModem.com.

Linkscanner
Free Protection from Web Threats
by Ira Wilsker
APCUG Director; Columnist, The Examiner, Beaumont, TX;
Radio Talk Show Host

WEBSITES:
http://linkscanner.avg.com
any of us have felt secure while surfing the web, safe in the knowledge that our PC
security software will protect us from all of the threats out there. Initially, in the
early days of PCs, we came to understand that a good antivirus program would give
us all of the protection that we needed. Later, we learned the hard way that antivirus software
by itself would not protect us from the then-current threats, so we needed a firewall and antispyware software. The major publishers of security software obliged us by producing and
selling us better, and more comprehensive protective software, culminating in today’s typical
security suites. Sadly, the miscreants that create the threats to our computing safety are often
a step ahead of the security software publishers, and manage to craft new categories of threats
that are explicitly designed to penetrate our protective shields, or even bypass them
altogether. This makes us vulnerable to attack, even though we blissfully surf the net,
oblivious to these new threats, confident in the knowledge that our security software will
forever protect us. Regrettably, many of us will find that our personal computing has been
compromised by malware from which our security suites provide little or no protection, leaving
us open and vulnerable to attack.
According to published reports, as many as 95% of the new online threats are now coming
from the websites that we visit, and are often undetected by our existing security software.
This means that the blind trust that many of us have in our security software, regardless of
the brand, may be unfounded, as our computers may be substantially unprotected from this
new vector of attack. According to a recent article on the subject on ZDNET, “The most
dangerous page on the web may be the one you are about to click on.” As many as 100,000 to
150,000 legitimate websites, often those of national brands and companies, are compromised
every day, and are “poisoned” in such a way that innocent visitors to those web pages
unknowingly load malware onto their computers, bypassing the antivirus and anti-spyware
software installed on the computer to expressly protect against such malware. This malware,
when loaded on the victim computer, can open the victim to identity theft or other damages
to his privacy or the sanctity of his data. Traditional whitelists (directories of safe sites), and
blacklists (directories of dangerous sites), while widely used by conventional protective
products are ineffective, as 60% of the poisoned websites are dangerous for less than 24 hours,
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many of those malignant for only a few hours. This threat is real, and according to security
vendor AVG, “One in eight web users will unknowingly come across a poisoned page at least
once a month.”
The European computer security company AVG (formerly known as Grisoft), has an
excellent reputation in the industry, and currently has over 80 million registered users of its
software. While the AVG Antivirus software is among the most widely used free antivirus
software in the world, AVG also publishes comprehensive commercial security suites that have
a loyal following in the millions. AVG has always been considered as a leader in security
technology, as demonstrated by a feature included in its top commercial security suite,
Linkscanner. The Linkscanner technology has given AVG a strong competitive edge when
compared against many of its commercial competitors, as it provides substantial protection
from the web borne malware that would possibly slip by competitive products.
Recently, AVG released a free version of its Linkscanner software which I immediately
downloaded and installed on several computers. Linkscanner installed smoothly on each
computer except one, that one computer having a security suite that was incompatible with
Linkscanner (Trend Micro Internet Security Suite 2009 Pro). According to the AVG webpage,
this conflict was unusual, as Linkscanner was tested and found to be compatible with almost
all other security suites available.
Linkscanner, available for free download at linkscanner.avg.com, scans each webpage as
it is downloaded to your browser, looking for dangerous content, and blocking the loading of
the webpage if malware is found. This prevents the web borne malware from being installed
on the computer as it is stopped before it is effectively downloaded. Linkscanner does this so
quickly, and utilizes minimal system resources, such that there is no noticeable effect on the
speed of websites loading and being displayed in the browser. Linkscanner works well with
Internet Explorer and Firefox browsers, and will run on most current versions of Windows,
including 32 and 64 bit operating systems. Except as mentioned above, Linkscanner will
generally not interfere with other security software and runs in addition to it.
There are two components to Linkscanner, Search-Shield and Active Surf-Shield. SearchShield works with the major search engines, such as Google, Yahoo, and MSN, and displays
a safety rating for links displayed during a search. If a website is known as safe, and is free
of malware, Search-Shield will display a green star with a checkmark adjacent to the site
name. Websites known to harbor malware will be displayed with a red “X”, warning the user
not to go there. By knowing in advance which websites are safe to go to, or should be avoided,
the user can search with a high degree of safety. While not a scientific study, I compared load
times with and without Search-Shield running, and I could not notice any difference in the
time to load and display Google and Yahoo search results.
The second key feature in Linkscanner is Active Surf-Shield, which scans the webpage
behind any link click on, or web address typed into the browser. If Active Surf-Shield detects
that the page has been “poisoned,” the continued loading of the page is stopped, and a large
red warning window is displayed. Again, in my non-scientific tests, I did not notice any
difference in the load times of web pages with and without Active Surf-Shield running, and
it appeared that the results were displayed almost instantaneously.
Linkscanner (linkscanner.avg.com) is listed as “free forever” when used on individual
personal home computers, and provides a valuable and worthwhile adjunct to the security
software that we already have on our computers. Since as much as 95% of the contemporary
cyber threats are web borne, and Linkscanner explicitly protects against those threats that
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may slip through our antivirus and anti-spyware software, Linkscanner should be installed
and used as appropriate.

Free PC Utilities from Piriform Software
by Ira Wilsker
APCUG Director; Columnist, The Examiner, Beaumont, TX;
Radio Talk Show Host

WEBSITES:
http://www.ccleaner.com
http://www.defraggler.com
http://www.recuva.com
here are some excellent free software utilities available that are every bit as good as
their commercial counterparts, and sometimes even better. One software publisher, with
an almost unknown name, but with very popular products is Piriform Software.
Piriform, a British software
company located in London,
distributes free software that it
creates, and is financially
supported by the advertising on
its websites and donations. While
Piriform may not be well known,
its software is very well known,
with over a quarter-billion copies
downloaded! All Piriform utilities
are totally free to download and
used both by individuals and by
corporations, or other
organizations.
Piriform’s
best
known
software is its CCleaner,
available for free download at
www.ccleaner.com. Originally
released with a filename that
many found objectionable, the
moniker was shortened to
CCleaner which led to explosive
popularity, and a very loyal
following. CCleaner is arguably
one of the most widely used
utilities in the cyber-world, with
over 260 million copies downloaded. CCleaner is totally
freeware and contains no
spyware and adware. CCleaner
is a system optimizer that can
improve system performance,
enhance internet privacy, and
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remove useless and obsolete files from the computer, freeing up disk space. CCleaner is one
of the utilities that I carry with me on a flash drive whenever I am asked to checkout a
computer, and in some cases has safely removed gigabytes of outdated files from overly
cluttered hard drives. CCleaner also includes an effective registry cleaner that can remove
obsolete and useless entries from the registry, which may improve performance. (CAUTION:
Always use the backup feature in CCleaner, and make a system restore point before running
any registry repair utility!). One especially nice feature of CCleaner is its speed, typically
scanning a hard drive in a matter of seconds, and rarely more than a few minutes.
Web surfers are often unaware of how many out of date and otherwise temporary files are
saved in the cache and other places on the hard drive, often creating an enormous amount of
clutter on the hard drive that consumes valuable space, and can also lead to a degradation of
performance. CCleaner works with Internet Explorer, Firefox, Google Chrome, Opera, and
Safari, and can selectively clean and remove temporary internet files, history, cookies,
download history, auto-complete forms, and index.dat files, often freeing up large amounts of
hard drive space. By my personal choice, I only choose to delete my temporary internet files
and index.dat files, but that still frees up almost all of the wasted hard drive space, as the
remaining items are relatively tiny. Some users who want to maximize their privacy and
security may choose to delete all cookies (small text files places on the hard drive by websites),
but many cookies are a convenience item, and not a security or privacy threat.
While controversial in some tech circles, the cleaning of the computer registry of old and
obsolete entries may slightly improve performance. To mitigate any possible damage that may
result from an erroneous registry deletion, CCleaner integrates a comprehensive registry
backup feature which can quickly restore any deleted entries. CCleaner’s registry cleaner can
remove unused and out-of-date registry entries, including file extensions, ActiveX controls,
classIDs, progIDs, uninstallers, shared DLLs, fonts, help files, application paths, icons, invalid
shortcuts and other useless entries.
In addition to cleaning browser files and the registry, CCleaner also cleans the residue left
behind by many other applications, including Windows Media Player, eMule, KaZaa, Google
Toolbar, Netscape, Microsoft Office, Nero, Adobe Acrobat, WinRAR, WinAce, WinZip and many
other programs, which will not just save space on the hard drive, but may also improve the
performance of those programs.
In the “Tools” section of CCleaner are
an uninstall utility and a startup manager.
The uninstall utility can be used to initiate
the removal of any unwanted software,
and the startup manager can be used to
stop any unwanted software from loading
at boot. Both utilities are useful in
improving system performance.
For those who may be reluctant to use
CCleaner to maintain their computers,
Piriform states, “CCleaner was designed
from the ground to be safe and secure to
use. It has multiple levels of checks in
place to ensure that it cannot delete any useful information or documents you may still need.”
CCleaner will run on any PC with Windows 98, ME, NT4, 2000, 2003 and 2008 Server, all
versions of XP including 64 bit, and all editions of Vista including 64 bit. Since it is a small
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program (3 mb download), and utilizes minimal hard drive space when stored, and minimal
memory when run, Piriform states that there are no minimum memory or hard drive
requirements to run CCleaner. No wonder that all of this power in a small, free program has
gained such a large and loyal following.
Piriform also publishes two other useful, excellent, and free utilities, both of which have
earned a large and loyal following. Piriform’s newest utility is Defraggler
(www.defraggler.com), a simple but powerful disk defragging utility that has features lacking
in most other defraggers. While Defraggler can do a full drive defrag like other utilities, what
makes it unique is the ability to defrag only selected files, without the need to process the
entire hard drive. Defraggler is a single exe file less than 1 mb in size that requires no special
installation on the hard drive. I carry the Defraggler file on my flash drive, from which it can
be run on any compatible computer.
Defraggler will run on any Windows
PC with Windows 2000, 2003, XP, or
Vista, both 32 and 64 bit versions.
Piriform’s other free utility is Recuva
( www. r e c u va . c om) , pr onounced
“recover,” which is a file recovery utility.
Recuva can recover and restore files that
have been deleted from the computer,
digital camera memory cards, MP3
players, and other devices, even if they
have been emptied from the recycle bin. It
may be possible to recover files that had
been lost from program bugs, system
crashes, and viruses. I have used Recuva
to recover deleted files from my flash drive, and the SD cards from both my digital camera and my GPS. This
is another small but very useful utility that I carry on my flash drive, as I will never know when there is an
urgent or critical file to recover. As with all other file recovery utilities, deleted files can only be recovered
if they have not been overwritten, which is another reason to always have a current and contemporary backup
of any important files. Recuva will run on any Windows PC with Windows 98 to Vista.
London based Piriform is to be commended for producing such fine and free utilities as these three
above. If you use one or more of them, please seriously consider making a PayPal donation from the link on
the respective webpage; that way maybe Piriform can be incentivized to produce more excellent and free
software.
These articles have been obtained from APCUG with the author’s permission for publication by APCUG member groups; all
other uses require the permission of the author (Iwilsker (at) apcug.net).

From The DealsGuy
by Bob (The Cheapskate) Click
Greater Orlando Computer Users Group

ttendees walk into a trade show and the glitter and glitz greets them, but they have no
inkling as to what goes into setting up an impressive show floor. My wife and I worked
the SAP/ASUG Sapphire show <http://www.sap.com/community/events/sapphire
_online_2009/index.epx>, and it was the most impressive set-up with respect to just the
suspended trusses with attached equipment. There were fourteen JLG High lift platform
machines working from 8am to 10pm for 9 days, along with 10 battery operated hydraulic
scissor high-lift platforms, all needed to assemble and raise the many trusses, signs, lighting
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and necessary equipment high above the 1.1 million sq. ft. of show floor in the Orange County
Convention Center building in Orlando.
You’ve seen those so-called cherry pickers on four wheels, and the larger ones are hybrid
types with a propane gas engine to drive a generator and hydraulic pump. The body can rotate
on its mobile frame and the platform’s high-lift boom extends in sections that can be
manipulated to a great extent. They’re completely controlled by the operator using a control
panel located on the platform railing, including driving it around, even fully extended. Per
OSHA rules, an operator must be properly licensed to operate a boom-lift or scissors-lift.
These trusses aren’t the triangular type supporting a home’s roof, but are square frame
structures made of tubular aluminum for mounting all kinds of necessary paraphernalia used
above booths, and other areas above the show floor. Equipment attached to the trusses might
be lighting, including computerized lighting (sometimes very elaborate), projection systems
and other electronic gadgetry, drapery and drapery traverse rods, among other things.
Most suspended trusses in this show were heavier (20" square), but some were 12" square.
They mostly come in 10' lengths and bolt together end to end, although there are also corner,
curved, and angled pieces, depending on the configuration they want. There was almost FOUR
MILES of truss suspended in the Sapphire show, and there were over 1,000 ½ ton electric
winches attached to raise and suspend them. The winches to put them up there are interesting
because when the workmen get the trusses and equipment assembled, there will be multiple
winches attached to each one.
While it’s called a winch, a better term would be “chain lift” because there’s no cable and
drum to wind it around. When lifting, a chain runs through the winch, but then falls over the
side into a cloth storage bag until the winch is reversed. These were three-phase (electrically)
and are mounted according to whether the winch has to lift itself, or something else. On each
truss assembly, every winch’s power-cord is connected to a master control panel so that when
an assembly is elevated from the assembled position on the floor, the control panel operator
simply presses one button and the entire truss assembly, no matter how large, immediately
rises in unison retaining the established level position to the required height. Each winch can
also be operated individually if needed to adjust individual truss heights.
One I noticed began with a 125' long 20" truss with seven winches attached to the top of
it (each winch will pull itself and its attached truss up). The winch’s hoisting chains were
attached to the roof structure. Then seven more winches were assembled to the bottom of that
truss to raise and suspend another truss; and hanging drapery was attached on each side of
the top truss. It was raised to the desired height. Then another truss 8" wide by 12" high, and
125' long was attached to the lower winches’ chains and a heavy-duty traverse rod was
attached to the bottom of that truss to operate a lengthy 8' high drape for the attendee
entrance.
Suspended drapery cordoned off a stage and projection screen 70' long by 20' high. Several
trusses above the stage held lighting equipment. This screen used four projectors behind it in
two stacks of two. The top ones were backups (there’s always a backup projector). Smaller
projection screens were on each side of the large one, with rear projection, and four more
screens and projectors were hung back above the seating area, along with speaker systems.
Entering the show floor from the lobby, attendees saw two giant projection screens showing
SAP hype (positioned in a V shape) that were each 30' high and 60' wide. Their projectors were
mounted on a truss, in this case, in front of the screens, and there were four projectors (two
stacks of two) for each screen, each one producing 30,000 lumens of light. The bottom projector
in the stack is the main one and the top one is for backup. If a projector goes out, the backup
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takes over and you would hardly know anything went wrong. Each projector costs roughly
$100,000.
Some assembled trusses above the show floor were 200' long holding special lighting and
drapery to cordon off areas. There were about 50 riggers (workman who work high up)
hurrying to accomplish just this work, not the actual show floor exhibits, which were
assembled by 200 other workers. The stage area was the most complicated with its lighting,
sound and projectors; and most of these productions use about a million dollars worth of
equipment that usually takes two eighteen wheelers to transport. In this show, it took three
trucks to bring in just the necessary truss sections.
The exhibitor area uses smaller ones, but most other projectors used in this show ranged
from 20,000 to 30,000 lumens of light output. They were water-cooled and used three-phase
power (if you know electricity); and they use from 30 to 50 amps. The lenses alone can cost
$10,000. The makes were mostly Barco, but some were Christie, a more expensive brand. I was
told resolution was 2200 x 1480. They had to change a few of the Christies to something else
on hand, because those particular Christies didn’t deliver the desired resolution.
There was seating for 9,000 attendees. The production folks don’t install the elevated
projectors and lighting because of the installation height. I’ll put some pictures of the trusses,
and audio/video production equipment and consoles on my Web site if you would like to see
them. <http://www.dealsguy.com> Don Henley was the featured entertainer on the last
evening of the show.

Consider This!
Bob Elgines, President and Editor of Colorado River Computer Club, writes an interesting
monthly column that is carried by many editors in their newsletters. I loved his comment
about the $29.97 he paid for 1.42 ounces of black ink. He says that in comparison to gas, it
works out to $2700 per gallon and that perhaps somebody should start drilling for ink. If that
wasn’t in your newsletter, now you know about a possible new business venture. With this
economy, I’d try anything.

Help With Your Data Disk Cataloging
Nowadays, people may own hundreds of CD and DVD data disks. How do you find the
necessary information on disks without endless inserting and ejecting disks? SearchMyDiscs
is a handy software application that helps people with a large CD and DVD collection quickly
find the disk that has a needed file, photograph, music track, or movie clip.
First, you individually insert every CD or DVD that needs to be indexed into your PC and
the program will automatically scan the disk, cataloging its contents. The program will store
the file structure of the disk, thumbnail images for photos and movies, EXIF tags for digital
photographs, ID3 tags for MP3 tracks and many other file properties (video codec information,
textual documents’ content, etc.). The program is then ready for use. Next time you need to
find a certain program or photograph, simply enter the name of the file or other search
parameter, like the name of a song, performer or album, digital camera model, etc., and
SearchMyDiscs will show exactly what CD or DVD contains the desired data.
The new version 4.0 contains a new powerful report generator that can export reports on
files to many popular file formats: PDF, XLS, RTF, HTML, Open Office, CSV, etc.
SearchMyDiscs 4.0 is available at <http://www.searchmydiscs.com/> for a free 30-day trial
download. The cost of registering it is $29.95 US Dollars, but user group members get a 25%
discount with coupon code (DKLS-TRG2).
System Requirements: A PC with Windows 95/98/ME/NT4/2000/XP
Download: <http://www.searchmydiscs.com/searchmydiscs-setup.exe>
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Order Link: <http://www.searchmydiscs.com/order.shtml>
That’s it for this month. I’ll have some more new product announcements on my Web site
that didn’t offer discounts. Meet me here again next month if your editor permits. This column
is written to make user group members aware of special offers or freebies I have found or
arranged, and my comments should not be interpreted to encourage, or discourage, the
purchase of any products, no matter how enthused I might sound. Bob (The Cheapskate) Click
<bobclick at bellsouth dot net>. Visit my Web site at <http://www.dealsguy.com>.

Stuff Your Editor Ran Across
he best free security list you can find:
http://www.techsupportalert.com/content/probably-best-free-security-list-world.htm
Here's a little freebie that will reduce the strain on your eyes when using your PC
at night by making the screen less blue and glary.
http://www.techsupportalert.com/content/how-make-your-pc-easier- your-eyes.htm [In the end
I found it annoying—you might not. It’s easily removed if you don’t like it.]

T

Gaming Center Opens in Henrietta!
http://www.cyberstormgaming.com/

Face Time in the 21st Century
Lou’s Views by Lou Vitale
President, Macon County Users Group, NC

erson to person communication was pretty simple last century. There was the letter, or
as we call it today, “snail mail” and the telephone. Our address book contained the
physical address of our friends and their phone numbers. It is amazing to me how much
we actually got done, we won wars and went to the moon and created the greatest county on
earth, and all without a single bit of digitized information.
To someone who grew up in the last 20 or so years that must seem quaint. They probably
can’t imagine life without a cell phone, email, IM and a dozen other ways of communicating
with their fellow human beings. I am beginning to wonder myself. Someone asked me the
other day if I “Twittered,” I thought it was a neurological disorder. No, it was a form of microblogging, another way to stay in touch in the 21st century.
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So just how many ways can you keep up to the minute with your “friends” today, let me
count the ways. And this is by no means a complete list.
Email has been around since the beginning of the internet. By the late 80s’ everyone with
a computer had an email account. Now we could send a message to anyone with a computer
and they could reply. This was a momentous social change. It significantly accelerated the
communication between people. Plus we could “attach” stuff, like pic- tures of the grandkids,
or an excel spreadsheet to our email.
In it simplest form, a blog (weblog) is an online diary or journal. Prior to the mid 90's
online forums and BBS (bulletin board systems) allowed people to have running conversations
on a web site with a moderator to keep order. Then some high profile personalities started to
keep online diaries which allowed comments from anyone to be posted, and the blog was born.
Today bogging is a serious force to be reckoned with. Anyone can start a blog and
thousands do every day. Currently there are an estimated 12 million blogs and about 57 million blog readers. These numbers are deceiving, since it appears that only about 20% of blogs
are active and 60% to 80% of blogs are abandoned after one month. As one commentator put
it “the average blog has the life span of a fruit fly.”
Yet this kind of personal communication has again changed the social landscape. Anyone
can comment on anything from personal hygiene to politics and anyone can respond with their
take on the subject. Some bloggers have aspired to become journalists and others are just
looking for some virtual recognition, either way we are more in touch.
Personal communication has taken another leap with the creation of social networking
sites like Face Book and My Space. These sites and many others like them allow virtual
conversation to take place between friends on an almost instant basis. I will confess, I don’t
know much about them which only proves my age. But without a doubt, and from now on a
person’s identity will forever be linked to their Face Book page and their list of friends.
Will someone please explain to me why someone would attempt to communicate by text
using a device no bigger than a deck of cards and with a “Key Board” consisting of 12 keys?
At a minimum IM (Instant Messaging) requires tiny fingers, superb eye hand coordination and
a new language consisting of thousands of newly created letter combinations to represent real
words. And another thing since this device is a Phone, why not just TALK to the person? LOL
The ultimate “Personal” communication for the 21st century must be in Second Life. In this
enormous virtual world millions of people interact with millions of other people, one on one.
The whole range of human activity can now take place in a virtual environment. You can be
anyone you want and “talk” to a dragon or a real priest, free of the most basic limitation of our
human form. In a sense this is probabl personal communication on a level never seen before.
Twitter is the newest “form” of communication. It answers the pressing question, “What
are you doing NOW?” As you go through your day, you constantly update your “Twitter” page
with mini blog entries no more than 140 characters long. Now anyone who is logged o to your
page can tell what you are doing, what you are feeling, who you are with any moment in the
day. Why didn’t I think of that? It’s obvious that I would want to know all the mundane details
of all my friends’ daily lives.
Face time means actual face to face talk. The words, the eyes, the body language, the
context, all convey meaning. Let me know when we can do that online. Until then, don’t look
for my Twitter page.
Obtained from APCUG with the author’s permission for publication by APCUG member groups.
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Privacy and Google Voice
by Michael Gemignani
Houston Area League of PC Users, Inc.

had originally intended to follow up on my previous column concerning ways we can get
crosswise with the law using our computers, but I decided to postpone that discussion
when I saw the announcement that Google is making available a service that will expand
our ability to manage our phone service, but, at the same time, will vastly increase Google’s
ability to know more about us.
Basically, if I choose to use all of the capabilities of Google Voice, Google can obtain a
complete record of all of my phone calls, not merely who called me or whom I called, but a
recording of each and every one of those calls. Some would say that Google’s collecting this
much information about me goes far beyond merely recording my Google searches or my
clicking on banner ads or on links to other sites. Google might be seriously infringing my
“privacy.”
Of course, if I choose to use Google Voice, presumably I know what I am getting into. I can
voluntarily give up some of my privacy in the interests of convenience. I am under no
obligation whatsoever to use Google Voice. But what is privacy, and how much of it have I
already lost in this technological age?
Most people, I think, would be surprised to know that the Constitution of the United States
does not give anyone a right to privacy. The right to privacy was created by the courts, most
particularly the United States Supreme Court, in such cases as Roe v. Wade, which gave a
woman a limited right to an abortion based on her right to privacy.
Privacy has several meanings, but, basically, it refers to a person’s right to control his
private property, including his own body, and the information publicly available about him.
Immediately, then, we see that the right to privacy is not absolute. My car is my private
property, but I am not free to use it however I choose. I am not even free to use my body
however I choose; for example, when my body is in the front seat of a car, I am obligated by
law to restrain my body with a seatbelt.
The balance to be struck between my right to restrict the information publicly available
about me and the government’s and the public’s reasonable “need to know” is often
controversial. If I am a public figure, such as a candidate for high office, I am expected to
reveal more about myself so the public can better decide whether to vote for me. But even if
I am the humblest of private citizens, if I use a charge card, a record is made not only of my
purchase, but of the time and place where I made the purchase. If I make a phone call, the
phone company has a record of the number I called in its logs. If I sign on to a website, there
is a presumption that I visited that site at the time and from the IP address indicated on the
site’s log.
Moreover, cell phones are easily tapped, and there is no expectation on privacy when using
a cell phone. Even computers that are not properly shielded emit electromagnetic waves that
can be picked up with the proper equipment and the computer’s activity duplicated exactly on
another computer. There are, of course, other means of spying on my computer activity, such
as packet sniffing for one. And though such sophisticated mechanisms to invade my “privacy”
would hardly be justified in the case of an ordinary citizen, the mechanisms are out there. The
only secure computer is one that is shielded against emitting radio waves and is totally
isolated from the outside world. And, of course, those who truly want to know more about me,
for reasons good or bad, are developing increasingly powerful means to do so.
Just as the notion of intellectual property has had to be rethought in the light of modern
technology, so, too, does the notion of privacy. Just as there is the balance to be struck between
my right to control what is mine, including information about me and the limitations on my
control based on the legitimate needs of society, I can often decide what personal balance I am
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willing to strike. I can pay cash for all my purchases so there will be no records from my
charge cards. I can use a pay phone, if I can find one, so I cannot be traced to the numbers I
called. I can forego use of the Internet so that not even cookies will find their way to my hard
drive. And I can refuse to use Google Voice.
Where I draw the line concerning my privacy is one of the choices left to me, or is it? Access
to the Internet is almost a necessity for much of our work and leisure. Cell phones are
beginning to replace land lines, and many people already use VOIP for their phone service.
Perhaps Google Voice is a bridge too far, or maybe it is simply just another milestone on a road
we have been traveling for decades. Are we still controlling technology, or is technology
controlling us?
The Rev. Dr. Michael Gemignani, an attorney and Episcopal priest, is also a former professor of computer
science who has written extensively on legal issues related to computers. Although he is now retired, he enjoys
writing and speaking about computer law and security. Contact him at mgmign2@hal-pc.org with any questions
or comments about this topic.

Virtual Honeypots:
From Botnet Tracking to Intrusion Detection
by Robert Palmer
North Orange County Computer Club, CA

he audience for this book is people who are interested in ways “to detect and analyze unwanted
intrusions into their computers “and networks; or for anyone who wants to get an idea about “what
goes on in the battle between intruders and their “adversaries.
This is a fascinating book. It has something for most readers,
except perhaps beginners. It has action (reviews and analyses of
real-world intrusion events), and lessons on what to do (and what not
to do) to detect and shut down various forms of computer attack. It
gives you an overview of what is going on in the world of computer
attack and defense.
The book starts by explaining the TCP/IP protocols which
underlie Internet and network communication. It then defines terms
(What is a honeypot?; what is a tar pit?; what are the variations?), and
identifies some of the analytical tools used with honeypots. A
honeypot is basically a computer, or special software, designed to
attract potential attackers, and keep their interest long enough to allow
the operator of the honeypot to analyze how the attack is carried out.
A tar pit has a similar purpose, but works by slowing down the attack
to a crawl.
The authors then go into more detailed chapters about the various
kinds of honeypots (nepenthes, physical, virtual, high-interacting,
low-interacting, and hybrid systems), what they are good for, what their weaknesses are, and the best
analytical tools to use with them are. They identify many specific kinds of honeypots by name, show where
to get them, and how to basically set them up. Many of these examples are set up on Linux-based computers
simulating Windows-based computers because they are easier to keep secure than a real Windows box.
Many intruders look for computers with known weaknesses; others look for computers with weaknesses
not well known yet. They try to penetrate these systems to gain valuable information, or just to use the
computer as a base for spam or other exploits like taking over still more computers. Skilled intruders identify
Honeypots in the same way that honeypots can identify intruders. It turns out that there is a war going on.
Each side is developing tools to identify and neutralize the other side. This was the most interesting part of
the book for me. This war is not for the faint of heart or the amateur Honeypot operator. If you don’t know
what you are doing, the attacker can take over your computer, and use it against other computers! Certain
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types of honeypot (mostly highly interacting ones) are dangerous to use unless you really know what you are
doing. The lesson I took away from this is find a mentor if you want to experiment with honeypots.
There is much more to this book. There are many case studies at the end, tips for tracking botnets
(compromised computers linked together into ad hoc networks for nefarious purposes), and more information
on analytical techniques. The detail is almost overwhelming. Most of the examples given are not bleeding
edge, because the bad guys are also going to read this book, and they shouldn’t learn too much from it. Better
honeypots are on the way, but so are better exploits. The book gives you a good overview about what is going
on in the battle between intruders and defenders. You need to be aware of it, even if you can’t join the battle.
If you can join, start building Honeypots.
Buyers of the book get an access code to the Safari Books Online web edition of this book for 45 days.
The Web edition is searchable.
Authored by Niels Proves & Thorsten Holz. Published by Addison-Wesley Pearson Education.
Paperback. ISBN number 978-0-321-33632-3. Copyrighted 2008 by Niels Proves. 440 Pages. Published July
16, 2007.
List Price $49.99. (See Membership Benefits Page in this newsletter for 35% discount available. Also
available at amazon.com for about $32.)
For more information visit these web sites:
http://www.inforniit.com/store/product.aspx?isbn:=9780321336323 http://www.awprofessional.com

Things, Thinglets, and Thingassos
by Jack Lewtschuk
Monterey Bay Users Group - Personal Computer, CA

Cleaning Your Computer
uring last summer you had your hands full cleaning your yard and patio. In the fall you
winterized your home and prepared for the holidays. Now that all of that is over, it’s
time to spring clean your computer. When was the last time you opened up your “box”
and looked inside? Don’t tell me!
I found a very thorough guide explaining how to clean, what tools you need, why you
should clean and yes, how often you should clean, courtesy of Computer Hope at www
.computerhope.com/cteaning.htm#00.
Let me know what you found inside your box—I dare you! Is it still alive?

D

The Tiny Miracle
Have you ever received via e-mail, a URL like this:
http://search.atomz.com/search/7sp-q
= Gang&getit = Go&sp-a = 00062d45spOOOOOOOO&sp-advanced=l &sp-p=
all&sp-w-control=l &sp-w=alike&sp-daterange=-l&sp-x=any&sp-c=l 00&sp-m=l
&sp-s=0
... with only the top line underlined and in blue?
And when you clicked on it you got an “error 404,” or did not get the website you expected?
That’s because the URL should have included all four lines. You need to copy the whole thing
(all four lines), and paste it into your browser, making sure that you do not introduce any
spaces. A few websites are configured so that their URLs don’t break, but not very many
bother to do this.
I am guilty of sending long URLs via MBUG Listserv. This has caused some people to be
confused by the split URL. I appreciate the fact that recently someone took the time to remind
me about a great solution for this problem. Years ago I knew about this but completely forgot
(you can call it my “senior moment”).
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One solution is Tiny URL or www.tinyurl.com. All you have to do is go to that URL and
create a shortcut for future use. The instructions are simple:
1. Copy the giant URL.
2. Paste it in the slot provided by Tiny.
3. Click on the button provided.
And, like magic, the long four line URL becomes tiny, is automatically copied to your
clipboard, and looks more like http://tinyurl.com/52fuz2. Surprised? Try it, you’ll like it, and
it’s FREE! By the way, some time ago Tiny URL was reported to contain mal-ware, however
the manufacturer assures us that the problem has been rectified. Try adding “< >” brackets
to prevent URLs from falling apart.
Another program similar to Tiny URL is at www.webware.com
/8301-1_109-9898698-2.html?tag
= bl (or I could say: http://tinyurl.com/57dqyk)!

Are You the Administrator?
If you need to quickly tell if you are currently logged onto a PC as a Local Administrator
of the Windows server, right click on the “Start” button. If you see “Open All Users” rather
than just “Open,” the account is in the Local Administrators group.

Manual! Manual! My Kingdom for a Manual!
Have you had an instant when you had a question or a problem with one of your 21st
century electronic gadgets and the dog ate the manual? Have no fear bunky, Smart Computing
to the rescue! Go to www.retrevo.com/samples/index.html.

What’s in Your Wallet?
Credit Cards
While two credit cards might act and look alike, levels of consumer protection that each
type of credit card provides can be different. Under federal law, if someone steals your credit
card you’re only responsible to pay the first $50 of unauthorized charges. However, if you
notify the credit card issuer before a thief is able to make any charges, you may be free from
all liability. If the credit card is not physically present when an unauthorized or fraudulent
purchase is made (such as over the Internet), you’re also free from liability for those charges.
MasterCard and Visa offer zero-liability protection where you don’t have to pay any
charges if someone uses your credit card to make an unauthorized purchase. Many credit
cards offer additional benefits and supply a yearly summary of your spending.
Debit Cards
A debit card is a direct key to your bank account. The protection offered for debit card
fraud is similar to credit cards but with a few exceptions. For example, your liability under
federal law is limited to $50, the same as for a credit card, but only if you notify the issuer
within two business days of discovering the card’s loss or theft. Your liability for debit card
fraud can jump up to $500 if you don’t report the loss or theft within that time.
Debit cards provide a direct pass to you bank account. You may also face cash flow problems and bounced-check fees when thieves clean out your bank accounts.
If you are the type of person who gives a passing glance to your monthly bank statement,
you could be totally liable for any fraudulent debit card charges if you wait 60 days or more
from the time your statement is mailed.
Visa and MasterCard zero-liability protection applies to your debit card with them but only
for transactions that do not involve the use of your PIN (personal identification number).
Additional protection against fraudulent use of your credit or debit cards may be available
through your homeowner’s or renter’s insurance. Check your policy or with your agent for
more information about your coverage.
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You should avoid using your debit card for any online purchase or for things which are
expensive. Why? The main reason is that it is much easier to dispute a charge when you use
your credit card. If the gold-plated, limited-edition, hip-swinging Elvis wall clock arrives
broken, your credit card company will remove the charge until the problem is resolved. With
your debit card you are stuck dealing with the merchant directly to resolve any problems with
a purchase. Don’t fall for rumors about not signing your cards—all banks insist that you are
much safer signing your cards immediately upon receiving them.
Just to make sure that you have all the necessary information should you become a victim
of stolen or lost cards and other important documents:
1. Empty your wallet.
2. Place all your credit/debit cards and important documents on your scanner or copying
machine.
3. Make copies of your cards, front and back.
4. Place the copy in a safe place: a safety deposit box, fire safe, or even your refrigerator
is better than a desk drawer (in case of fire, the chances for survival of contents in your
refrigerator are pretty good).
5. Check your wallet periodically. Thieves often steal just one credit card to make sure
that you don’t notice it’s gone. By the time you notice, it’s too late.
NOTE:
When you give your card to a person to pay a bill, make sure that when you get
it back it’s your card and not an expired card belonging to someone else!
One last precaution: Never carry your Social Security card around with you.

The Third Generation of USB
Many of you recall the old USB (Universal Serial Bus) 1.1. Its time passed when the much
faster USB 2.0 was invented—it’s the USB we all use now to connect our peripherals (mouses,
printers, flash drives, etc.).
Last November we were given some good news: Good news #1: by 2010 we will be able to
buy USB 3.0.
Good news #2: it will be 10 times faster than USB 2.0 and it will feature improved power
efficiency.
Good news #3: USB 3.0 will be backwards compatible with USB 2.0 and 1.1 devices, which
means that we will have time to upgrade our peripheral devices when we are ready.
This article has been obtained from APCUG with the author’s permission for publication by APCUG member
groups; all other uses require the permission of the author (blacklion@royal.net).

Hindsight Is Always 20/20
by Walt Parsons
Diable Valley PC Users Group

his was one of those situations where after all is said and done you kick yourself for not
thinking of the eventual solution right away.
For a week or so my DSL service has been slow and eventually was not able to
connect. After puzzling over the diagnosis that came up saying that my computer is not
configured to work with DSL but with no hint of what needs configuring.
So here were my steps to solve the problem.
1. Remove the router and connecting directly to the DSL Modem from the desktop. Results
— No change.
2. Run the cord from the DSL modem to my laptop. Everything tests okay (TOK). Conclusion
— The DSL part of the circuit is OK.
3. Reattach the desktop to the DSL modem. Still no change. Cannot connect to the internet.
4. Go through the routine of powering down both the computer and the modem. Repower the
modem and after the modem settles down turn on the computer. No change.
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5. Tear out some hair, make a cup of coffee and prepare for a long sessions with the Techies
in India. Changed my mind.
6. The light bulb came on. What part of the setup had I not tested or changed out? Of course,
the cord from the modem to the desktop computer. So I changed out the cord.
7. Roll of drums and a fanfare of trumpets … it fixed the problem.
8. Kick myself for not thinking of doing that in the first place.
9. Repeat step 8 for as often as needed.
10. Make note to self. If the DSL service becomes poor or I cannot connect to the internet,
swap out the cord between the desktop PC and the modem — FIRST!!!!!!!
11. Write article for Diablo Blue.

Society News

June Planning Meeting
by Sharah Blankenship, Secretary
teve Staub led the Planning meeting held at Sally Springett’s house, June 2nd. Others
in attendance were Bob Avery, Arpad Kovacs, Mike Lavelle, Sharah Blankenship, Sally
Springett, and Dan Rothfuss.
The May meeting was discussed, and it was agreed that Dave Enright did a nice job
presenting. SoundBytes, a radio show which Enright is a part of, will be back on the air on
90.1 FM from noon to 2 on Saturdays.
The club had a booth at this years HAM Fest, and the HAM Fest was not only a large
success for the club, but also a great deal of fun. Arpad purchased, on behalf of the club, a
projector for the small sum of $70, which was half off the typical cost. The club officers will
endeavor to keep the projector available for club functions, in case the facility we are using
does not have one available.
The July meeting will NOT take place at the Brighton Library; it will be at the Pittsford
Town Hall in the basement. Please see the website for directions. Anyone who wishes to is
encouraged to bring goodies.
If you have ideas for future presentations, or you wish to present, talk to Mike Lavelle.
Welcome, to any new members. If you are already a member, please be sure that your dues
are paid. Please see Steve if your membership is due or overdue. If you pay your dues online,
via the PayPal link on the website, please send Steve Staub an email so that he can mark you
down as paid.
Also, if you are not renewing this year, will you please tell us why? The board would like
to know how we can serve you better.
For this year s picnic meeting, the lodge has been reserved for the Brighton Town Park,
777 Westfall Rd. Brighton, NY 14620. Please see Steve at the July meeting to sign up for the
picnic. Each ticket is $5, and includes several meat-choices. Also, please sign up for a dish to
pass. This year, to prevent accidental overages, dishes are based on last name (i.e., A-L: Sign
up for salads), and sign up sheets will be available at the July meeting.
The Board would like to ask the members to begin planning for the Silent Auction now.
Please begin thinking about what you could donate—we will put anything up for auction that
you wish to donate. (Please note that if your item does not sell, you will need to take it with
you.)
If anyone would like to coordinate/run the Silent Auction, please see any Board member
to sign up!
On June 9th, 2009, the current board members were re-elected to office.
Steve Staub
President
Dan Rothfuss
Vice President
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Sharah Blankenship
Secretary
Arpad Kovacs
Treasurer
Bob Avery has been returned to the office of Member-at-large, and will be up for re-election
in three years.
We look forward to seeing you all at the July meeting!

Help’s Half Hour
Led by: Carl Schmidtmann
Recorded by Jan Rothfuss
News: Apple announced a ship date for their next OS. Fedora 11.0 is now available.
SoundBytes is now back on the air using 90.1 FM. If you have trouble picking it up, subscribe
to their podcast.
Q: What is the scheduled release date for Windows 7.0?
A: They have announced October, 2009. This will allow for them to include it on their holiday
machines.
Q: Dell is now offering a full sized laptop for $300. Is better than the netbooks. IT uses Ubunto
with Open Office.
Q: A member is having trouble booting up. The start page now has an AOL Home Page when
he tries to go to Earthlink. He is using Netscape. A lot of ‘click here to download’ messages
appear, too.
A: This may be part of the paid page. It should not appear if using Firefox.
Q: What is the best way to learn Firefox? Is there a tutorial?
A: There is not a tutorial. It was suggested that you ‘google’ after you identify a feature that
you might install as a plugin.

The Lighter Side

Bendix G-15 Computer–1956
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